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and as eric said we are taking 3 months respin and bugfixes until the final release anyway. so why
should we delay the auditing process with all these other aspects of the project. there's already a

private instance of the joomla security checker and you can already use the beta versions to check
the status. i think that's it really, i just want to clarify that we are not ignoring anyone here. i

apologize for the confusion on this matter. its just that in joomla core you may have to leave no a
security hole open for 5 years and you really cannot ignore things like this that have been going on
for years. required to be a best practice i want to highlight again, that what you are doing is great,

but that is not the case. the thing is, that anything you do, that is untrusted, is a very common
practice. for example, if you put a compiled.exe file on your webserver, you won't get an audit for

that by a company that makes sure, that a product matches all published guidelines. it won't happen,
because it does not make sense. after all, what do you have to gain from that? you will have to

release the source code of the project anyway, and this gives him the power to audit your work. ..
but, this is a part of a much larger topic. there's a lot more involved. all that said, those of you who

do use wordpress, will know that wordpress itself has not received anything like the security cleanup
it so badly needs. it has made some good progress. it's just not enough. this issue with wordpress'

upgrade paths is just one of many security issues that exist and are not adequately addressed by the
security team. even after the security team gets its act together (some good security changes in the
pipeline), the security team is trying to plug some holes that are lurking there from the beginning.

not to mention, some of the fixes that are out there wont apply to the new wordpress release.
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so, rather than applying the principles as a checklist as originally proposed, i instead suggest trying
to understand the underlying goals of the software and see whether certain principles (in particular,
the 10 rules of programming, refactoring, domain driven design) can be applied in a different realm
to create a more flexible framework for your project (in my case, refrelex+, a delay algorithm based
echo/reverb echo plugin for wordpress, and not just a generic delay algorithm). the framework then
can be tailored to fit your goals. my take on it was for two reasons: the need for this is pretty clear.

many developers don't know about or aren't aware of the consequences of not using the sodium
library in their projects. i would really like to advocate that developers at wp.org take some time to

learn about the current system and what it takes to migrate away from it, as well as the
consequences of not doing so. while i don't mind explaining the benefits of using the current system

to that end, i'd rather do that when it makes a measurable difference. if we can confirm that the
malicious changes to the signature library code are no longer in production, then that would be a
huge relief, and we can start a migration away from the current functionality. the last part of the

process we need to know about is what happens next. everything i've seen so far would lead me to
think that if we've got signatures that don't run, we'll get no signatures - but that's not 100% certain.

if we do get no signatures, does that mean that a new version of wordpress will automatically be
installed? if so, is that reliable enough of a feature to rely on for auto updating (without working

signatures)? 5ec8ef588b
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